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Generally speaking, monthly or quarterly economic time series can often be used to measure 
the changes of economy in a short period of time. However, such series usually contains components 
of seasonal factor and irregular factor, which may cover up the information of the components of 
tendency and cycle. This means that untreated common economic data cannot be directly used in 
analysis to make judgment calls and decisions. Otherwise, the conclusion people finally come to 
may possibly deviate from, or even on the opposite of the real situation. Therefore, seasonal 
adjustment needs to be taken when dealing with the economic time series. The so-called seasonal 
adjustment is kicking out the features of seasonal by removing seasonal factors from the original 
sequence, in order to make more objective and accurate interpretations about the current economic 
status. 
Research on seasonal adjustment has an early start in overseas countries, and series of seasonal 
adjustment methods have been put forward thanks to the rapid development. Methods of X-12-
ARIMA and TRAMO/SEATS are two most widely used ways in seasonal adjustment, as well as the 
latest development of X-13ARIMA-SEATS method, which is an organic combination of the former 
two methods. Though, when applying these mature methods developed by foreign researchers in 
seasonal adjustment of our country’s economic data, a combination with the actual situation in our 
country, especially getting rid of the mobile holiday effects typically represented by the Spring 
Festival is needed. In recent years, the majority of the seasonal adjustment research adopted a three-
section uniform or linear weighted model based on the X-12-ARIMA method when taking Spring 
Festival effect into consideration. On basis of the previous studies, this paper mainly takes the issue 
of turning point of the consumption level changing velocity affected by the Spring Festival effect 
into account, and put forward three-section models of cosine weighted and normal weighted in 
process of the seasonal adjustment on monthly data of China's Consumer Price Index. In the 
meanwhile, we further explore the duration of the impact on economic activities in the period of 
Spring Festival. After comparing and analyzing different models, it turns out that the results of the 
Spring Festival adjustment on CPI are relatively more obvious and qualified by cosine weighting 
model as well as normal weighting model. 
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